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Abstract: The person as a legal term is traditionally derived from a human being, either from an individual
or a group of people. Hans Kelsen maintains that no such substance really exists. “The person exists only in-
sofar as he “has” duties and rights; apart from them the person has no existence whatsoever.” This is why a
human being is construed as an abstract holder of subjective rights rather than the person in a legal sense.
This conception results in the normative construction of a person. The person is considered to be a mere point,
an ideal and never real fact. Kelsen designates this point as “personification of the set of norms” regulating
the conduct of a human being. However, such an entity as the personification of legal norms does not exist
in the outer, real world. The legal order may attach legal personality to any segment of the outer world, even
to an imagination of something non-existent in the outer world. The relationship between this abstract point
and the addressee of duties is called “assignability”. This is why the person in a legal sense is, in the normativist
perspective, considered to be “a point of assignability”. The aim of this article is to describe the approach of
pure legal science to a person as a personified set of legal norms or as a point of assignability.
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1.1 Kelsen’s conception of a person at law

While defining persons at law, Viktor Knapp1 assumed that “what is understood by the
concept of the natural (physical) person is a human being who is the person at law since his
birth to his death”.2 Jiří Boguszak also maintains that “a natural person is a human being”.
However, he also mentions that a natural person does not automatically have the possibility
of becoming a party to all legal relationships, but “within every single legal institution, the
positive legal norm provides requirements or assumptions under which a natural person may
become a party to legal relations of a certain type”.3 This is the conception upon which the
new Czech Civil Code has been built (Act No. 89/2012 Sb., hereinafter referred to as NCC);
section 19, subsection 1 of NCC provides that “each human being has inherent natural rights,
recognizable by reason and by sense, and therefore considered to be a person. The law provides
only the limits of application of natural rights of a human being and the mode of their pro-
tection.” At the same time, however, NCC provides in its section 15, subsection 1, that “legal
personality is the capacity to have rights and duties within the legal order.” Legal personality
is not granted only to natural persons, but also to juristic persons. Unlike natural persons,
juristic persons are not usually regarded as “persons in a natural sense of the term”.4
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3 BOGUSZAK, J. Subjekty práva. In: BOGUSZAK, J. – ČAPEK, J. – GERLOCH, A. Teorie práva. Praha, ASPI Publishing,

2004, p. 136.
4 Ibid, p. 138.



From a more abstract perspective taken by Hans Kelsen, the juristic person represents
a legal substance to which rights and duties belong as its legal quality. “The idea, that “the
person has” duties and rights, involves the relation of substance and quality.”5 In Kelsen’s
opinion, this assumption maintained by traditional jurisprudence is inaccurate, or even
wrong. The legal rule cannot determine the whole existence of a human being. A human
being may be a person “at law” only with respect to a certain extent of acting or forbear-
ance.6 Where the conduct of a human being is not the subject of legal rights and duties
the human being is in no relation to the legal order. “To be a person” or “to have legal per-
sonality” is identical with having legal obligations and subjective rights. The person as a
holder of obligations and rights is not something that is different from the obligations and
rights, as whose holder the person is presented - just as a tree which is said to have a trunk,
branches, and blossoms, is not a substance different from trunk, branches, and blossoms,
but merely the totality of these elements. The physical or juristic person who “has” obliga-
tions and rights as their holder, is these obligations and rights – a complex of legal obliga-
tions and rights whose totality is expressed figuratively in the concept of “person”.7 Kelsen
maintains that the mistake of traditional legal thinking subsists in seeking “something”,
i.e. a certain substance to which the duties and right belong. That is why the human con-
duct (as a certain quality) is misunderstood as substance, i.e. the subject of legal duties
and legal rights.8 In Kelsen’s opinion this concept is characteristic of the primitive mytho-
logical thinking which is typical of attributing the soul to every object while this soul rules
them (the animism). However, as Kelsen claims, this is not the case. “The person exists only
insofar as he “has” duties and rights; apart from them the person has no existence whatso-
ever. To define the physical (natural) person as a human being is incorrect, because man
and person are not only two different concepts but also the results of two entirely different
kinds of consideration. Man is a concept of biology and physiology, in short, of the natural
sciences. Person is a concept of jurisprudence, of the analysis of legal norms”.9

If we consider the natural (physical) person as a mere set of legal rules, then the com-
mon assertion that the duties and rights belong to the human being cannot make sense.
This would imply that the set of duties and rights has duties and rights. This would be a
meaningless and empty tautology.10 “That the human being is a legal subject (subject of
rights and obligations) means nothing else, as has been emphasized, but that the human
behaviour is the content of legal obligations and legal rights - nothing else than that a
human being is a person or has personality.”11 Thus the person is not natural reality, “but
a legal construction, created by the science of law – an auxiliary concept in the presentation
of legally relevant facts.”12 If the physical person is a mere construction of legal thinking
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  6 KELSEN, H. General Theory, p. 94.
  7 KELSEN, H. Pure Theory of Law. California (U.S.A.): University of California Press, 1967 [quoted as “Kelsen, H.

Pure Theory”], p. 172.
  8 KELSEN, H. General Theory, p. 93.
  9 Ibid, p. 94.
10 Ibid p. 95.
11 KELSEN, H. Pure Theory, p. 172.
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and is therefore entirely different from the concept of man in his physical existence, then
in fact the physical person must be “the juristic person”. Logically, it follows that there can-
not be a fundamental conceptual difference between the physical person and juristic per-
son.13 The Kelsen’s argumentation is: “If in the case of the juristic person rights and obliga-
tions can be “held” by something that is not a human being, then also in the case of the
so-called physical person that which holds the rights and obligations (and which the juristic
person must have in common with the physical person, since both are “persons” as “holders”
of rights and obligations) cannot be the human being, who is the “holder” in question, but
something which the human being and the “juristic person” have in common.”14

The fact that the human being is or has legal personality means that something from
his acting or forbearance forms the contents of norms. Thus, with regard to the distinction
between the human being and the person, the assertion that law entitles or obliges per-
sons is not correct. Those are the people who are entitled or obliged. The conduct of men
forms the contents of legal norms and forms therefore the contents of duties and rights.
The acting of men becomes part of the contents of legal norm. “In reality, however, the ju-
ristic person is not a separate entity besides “its” duties and rights, but only their personified
unity or – since duties and rights are legal norms – the personified unity of a set of legal

norms.”15

1.2 A subjective right as a legal rule

From the contemporary point of view, the conception of “person” as the personification
of a set of legal norms may be confusing. Today, the duties and rights, whose holder is the
person, are understood to be the subjective rights and duties rather than legal norms. In
order to understand the normativist conception of a person at law, it is entirely essential
to clarify the conception of subjective rights as legal norms. It is not as simple as it appears
to be. The approach of pure legal science to the concept of subjective rights has changed,
as has the normativist legal science. We distinguish two stages which are separated from
each other by Merkl’s teaching on the gradual development of the legal order.

The first stage is mostly characterised by the static perspective though which the
legal order appears to be “something completed, stiff which does not and cannot know
changes”.16 This conception is to be discovered in earlier works of the founders of norma-
tivist theory: in Kelsen’s “Hauptprobleme der Statslehre” (Tubingen 1911), in Weyr’s “Foun-
dations of Legal Philosophy” (Brno 1922). At that stage, Kelsen derived subjective rights
from the law and perceived it as a subjective phenomenal form (“Erscheinungsform”) of
the legal norm.17 The legal norm meant to him something permanent, whereas subjective
rights started to exist only when a norm of the law rendered it possible as a relevant legal
fact. The subjectivisation of the legal norm into an entitlement was possible only if that
norm required the expression of will of an actor as the pre-requisite of its application, e.g.
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a petition to court. Only then the consequence assumed by the legal norm could arise (in
the form of enforcement or punishment). At that time, Kelsen maintained that “the sub-
jective right is a legal rule in its relation to a person upon whose disposition the conditional
will of the state to mend the consequences of injustice is dependent. Therefore, there is no
identity between the legal rule and the subjective right.”18 The legal rule is permanent,
whereas the duration of the subjective right is limited. At this stage, Weyr did not even
admit the normativist construction of the term entitlement. He considered the subjective
right to be an issue of the application of law. Application from the static perspective is a
change, and the concept of the subjective right would exceed the given normativist frame
into something “metanormative”.19 The problem of the application and intertemporality

of law was resolved by Merkl in “his teaching on the gradual development of the legal
order”.20 The principles of abrogation and delegation enabled him to see the legal order
dynamic, i.e. as a hierarchically organized set of legal rules in which various legal rules
emerge, change or disappear. What the normativist theory had considered as the legal fact
became a derived legal norm. As a result, Kelsen21 ceased to derive a subjective right from
the law; he understood the law only as a system. The subjective right meant to him a pos-
sible, but not always indispensable, condition for the creation of “an individual legal norm
of the judicial judgement”. The expression of will of a person was the condition without
which the judgement could not be issued. A subjective right appears just to secure the
participation in rule-making that gives rise to a particular norm. Thus, Kelsen’s conception
enables to transmit every right into the law. 

Weyr also objectivised all the law. In addition, he replaced the original static distinction
between the law and the subjective right with a new dynamic one. This puts the general and
particular legal norms against each other. “A subjective right is a norm, but the norm, which

is concrete and derived.” 22 It may be assumed that there is no distinction between Weyr’s
and Kelsen’s understanding of a right. But the opposite is true. The distinction was explicitly
mentioned by Jan Matějka, who subjected to criticism “voices denying the necessity, or even
a possibility to construct a subjective right.”23 What he meant was Kelsen’s conception of a
subjective right as “concretisation of a general norm”. Matějka maintains that Kelsen wrongly
assumed that “the difference between a subjective right and the law has its roots in the natural
law environment construing inherent and imprescriptible rights of an individual, which
should create an absolute borderline against positive law.”24 However, as Matějka claims, this
is not the case. When it is said that “a subjective right is derived  from the law”, it means
that no subjective right may exist without the existence of the law as a system, and also
that the existence of a subjective right does not precede the existence of the law. The
law should not be only identified but also applied. Matějka maintains Weyr’s assump-
tion that “the understanding of the legal order as a whole requires the understanding
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of many concepts which cannot be construed (defined) in a normativist way, primarily the
concept of a subjective right (entitlement) and its person.”25 This conception of the subjective
rights is very close to the conception of Jan Krčmář.26 Krčmář maintains that the function
of the legal order is the regulation of coexistence of people and the protection of their rea-
sonable interests against each other. In order to achieve these objectives the legal order im-
poses duties on people provided that particular factual circumstances exist. Should a
breach of such duties occur the legal rule imposes a sanction.Krčmář states that “the earlier
legal terminology characterized this arrangement so that it granted the entitlement (the sub-
jective right) to the holder of an interest”. The more recent terminology distinguishes be-
tween the claim and the subjective right. “The claim is adjudicated for the benefit of the per-
son who has the initiative to achieve the restoration of the existing situation violating the
legal norm”. Krčmář claims that the subjective right is “determined as a situation created by
legal norms, which gives rise to a claim if the duties imposed by legal rules are violated”.27

1.3 Weyr’s conception of the person at law

Even though Kelsen requires that a strict distinction should be made between “human
being” and “person” he is aware of their inseparability when saying: “The physical (natural)
person is the personification of a set of legal norms which by constituting duties and rights
containing the conduct of one and the same human being regulate the conduct of this
being” 28.Weyr sees here an indication that Kelsen is leaving his original dualist conception
distinguishing between the world as it is and the world as it should be. Weyr claims that in
the normativist world there is not much space for individuals but only for normativist
points of assignability. That is why Weyr29 remains consistent with respect to his distinction
of a person under “abstract normology” on the one hand, and the application of law on
the other. Weyr states that “the logical concept of a holder  of subjective duties and rights
should be understood as a mere abstract term, having no corresponding counterpart in the
outer world and being a geometric point to which individual duties are directed by the legal
order.” 30 Sovereignty of the legal order results in that anything may be designated as this
point. It means that the legal order may assign legal personality to any piece of the outer
world or even to an idea of something non-existent in the outer world. The legal order di-
rects individual duties to this abstract point; the relationship between this point and the
object of duties is called “assignability” by both Weyr and Kelsen. 

Weyr in his conception claims that the person at law is such who is obliged to execute
the norm, i.e. the contents of what should be.31 From the normativist point of view such
person must also be abstraction – the point of assignability. “Such person (Rechtssubjekt)
subject to duties becomes a so called juristic person in legal theory.” 32 However Weyr admits
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that we should realize that the concept of person is purely normativist. In the real world
there are neither natural nor juristic persons. “The normativist concept of person can only

suggest either a norm-maker or a person subject to duties.” 33 In either case this is sub-
jectivisation, i.e. subjective understanding of a norm. “Instead of an objective norm (what
should be) a norm-maker is at issue (one who wants something to be), or a person subject
to duties (one obliged and responsible for what should be).”34 However, the subject remains
unchanged – a subjectively construed norm (as a norm-making person or person subject
to duties) remains by its nature a norm.35

The normativist view of the legal order was expanded by Sedláček; he introduces the
distinction among pure concepts (formal requirements of legal cognition), concepts deal-
ing with content (the contents of law) and new systematic concepts (systemization of the
legal order with respect to individual moral, economic or other interests). The concept of
a juristic person can thus be understood not only purely formally or content-based but
also it can help us reveal the borderline between the normativist system and other systems
– as a systematic concept.36 Therefore Weyr37 considers legal personality as not only a theo -
retical regulatory concept but also a systematic concept. A person at law as a systematic
concept leads us to the practical function of a norm subsisting in “its application in the
outer world – duties can be owed only by an individual (but not by all – such as a madman
or a baby, etc.) being a natural and biological unit since only the individual is competent to
become psychologically aware of these duties and act accordingly, i.e. to comply with them.”38

1.4 Slezák’s theory of person as “a norm-making unit”

There is a certain weakness in the understanding of the person as a mere point of as-
signability. First, the term is so wide that, conceptually, it can cover almost anything. The
point of assignability can be a state, state agency or an individual. Since the person at law
is conceived in the same way as the “point of assignability” there are “no features distin-
guishing this person from another and this concept itself cannot be subordinated to any su-
perior one”.39 However, for practical reasons, there should be certain supporting points in
the application of law, which can be relied on by a person applying the law regardless of
subjectivisation of legal norms. Therefore Josef Slezák attempted to discover a systematic
concept in Sedláček’s sense that would be common to the highest possible number of
other legal concepts. He states that “this concept cannot be a legal person as the point of
assignability by itself, but it should be a narrower concept, with richer contents where legal
person will be just one conceptual element in addition to other elements, none of which
may be of a causal or teleological nature.”40 Since Slezák failed to find such concept he de-
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36 SEDLÁČEK, J. Občanské právo československé. Všeobecné nauky. Brno 1931, p. 40 ff.
37 WEYR, F. Teorie. p. 114.
38 Ibid.
39 SLEZÁK, J. Normotvorná jednotka. Praha 1947, p. 62.
40 Ibid.



cided to define it by himself in his work whose title was the same as the newly developed
concept to replace the term “legal person” (or a person at law). The concept is termed a
“norm-making unit”. I entirely agree with J. Hurdík that the work is a remarkable piece
of knowledge, not only for the conception of a person as such, but particularly for its nor-
mativist view on the juristic person.41 Even though Slezak’s concept was not widely ac-
cepted and appreciated, his work is valuable from the point of view of normativist analysis
of what we can understand by the concept of a person at law. Since Slezák’s efforts deserve
attention I will shortly outline the conception of his “norm-making unit”.

1.4.1 Dynamic perspective

Slezák primarily focuses on the dynamic view of a norm-making unit, i.e. the view
from which the legal order is continually being changed due to continuing creation of new
legal norms. He builds his approach on the fact that “empirical and general legal norms
usually possess just abstract substance (…) but they delegate on another actor – a body –
powers to express in concrete terms the abstract concepts contained in the substance of a
general norm, respecting certain rules.”42 This delegated norm-making person links abstract
requirement with a new normativist content; what happens is, in Slezák’s terminology,
“concretizing norm-making”. Considering the general/delegating norm, Slezák under-
stands concretization as substance but “because this substance is expression of what
should be it is a legal rule at the same time, which derives its normativist relevance from
the delegating norm.” The delegating norm with its abstract hypothesis must define:

1. The norm-making person subject to delegation; 
2. the definition of assignability;
3. the forms of norm-making procedure (formal determination); and 
4. the competence of a norm-making person (material determination).
Where all four conceptual elements are defined the minimum requirement for the cre-

ation of a valid legal norm is satisfied. Slezák’s definition of a norm-making unit is as fol-
lows: “This is a set of norms determining to which person they are assigned, by whom, in
which manner, form and within what competence framework the expression of what should
be may establish a legal norm.”43 A norm-making unit is represented directly by its person
whose designation denotes the whole unit with all its parts and elements. “The more elab-
orated these elements are, the lower level of normative relevance they may be found at, and
the more generally these elements are expressed, the closer they are to the highest norm.”44

However, not all elements of a norm-making unit need be contained in one law – just to
the contrary. Individual elements may be taken from superior legal norms. In a particular
norm determining the respective norm-making unit, it suffices to define a person and its
competences. The person in a norm-making unit creates, by its norm-making, a partial
set of norms which Slezák considers “particularly relevant in property law where the con-
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struction of a norm-making unit is a means by which the legal order provides property au-
tonomy to people.”45 But how can we distinguish one particular norm-making unit from
another? Slezák claims this is a matter of interpretation. Generally we speak about a norm-
making unit as an abstract construct acquiring concrete appearance in concrete cases. To
identify it we should find, in the whole legal system, “elements logically attached to it (…)
and reconstruct it from these elements.”46

The first element is a norm-making person“who is assigned as relevant ideological contents
concretizing the abstract substance of a delegating norm.”47 The delegating norm should, in
its hypothesis, determine primarily the norm-making person. The identification in a norm
may vary. A norm-making person subject to duties is usually established directly by the dele -
gating norm (a court, a body, etc.) unlike a person not subject to duties, whose creation is
usually bound to a particular substance defined in the delegating norm even without direct
intervention by obligatory norm-making (such as the birth of an individual). Slezák empha-
sizes that particularly concrete norms should contain concrete designation of a person
through which the concretization of a norm is executed. He emphasizes the normative sig-
nificance of the name (of an entity or individual), which “are verbal expressions concretizing
persons to such an extent that concretization turns to individualization.”However, what applies
in all cases is that a norm-making person is the abstract point of assignability in a normativist
sense of the term, “which may be projected by the norm anywhere to the outer world.”

Due to the fact that juristic person represents a mere ideological construction, it is nec-
essary that we can assign to it ideological expressions. Slezák, similarly as Krčmář, refers
to the fact that only “a logical intellect of an individual is capable of synthetic judgements
whose expression is a vehicle for concretizing norms.”48 Mostly it is assigning ideological
contents of the intellect of an individual to his own norm-making person that is designated
by law as a natural person. However, what expressions should be assigned to someone
who actually cannot have any (a legal entity, the insane, etc.)? This must be determined
by a delegating norm. “An explicit provision for assignability should be used where a person
has not been projected into a psychophysical individual. The technical solution is that so
called bodies are construed with respect to a norm-making person composed of people
whose expressions are assigned to that person.”49 However, this applies just to acting on be-
half, but not to acting for a norm-making person. 

Another essential element of a norm-making unit is formal determination covering
both the norm-making process itself and the form of a final norm. The norm-making

process determines what formal requirements should be met so that the expression, as-
signed to a norm-making person and concretized by the delegating norm, can be relevant
(e.g. rules of order, civil or criminal procedure codes, etc.). The form of a final norm de-
termines the form of a regulation intended to contain the concretizing norm-making. The
form of a norm encompasses legal acts ranging from constitutional acts to executive regu -
lations and to, for example, a contract. Primary norm-making covers constitutional and
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ordinary legislation as well as decrees. Secondary norm-making includes administrative
acts, judgments, arbitral awards, etc. Norm-making in private law typically contains con-
tracts, testaments, etc.50 Slezák also mentions, the so called duty to determine duties

applicable to only some juristic persons, primarily those who have a duty to make norms.
It seems logical that all elements relevant for the creation of a concretizing norm should
be clearly and precisely defined.51

Material determination, i.e. the definition of competences of a norm-making person, is
the last essential element of every norm-making unit. Slezák understands competence as
“a set of material conditions of delegated norm-making.”52 A delegated person does not pos-
sess unlimited norm-making competence. The legislature determines the material frame-
work within which the substance of ideas assigned to a particular person is relevant. It is
the competence of a norm-making person which is determined as to its content by provi-
sions of a law. What applies is that the lower the level of norm-making may be, the narrower
the competence of a person will be. In addition, norm-making units can be determined by
other substantive elements such as the principle of the earning capacity of a unit in business
norm-making, the purpose of norm-making by business companies and societies.

1.4.2 Static perspective

The static view of the legal order focuses not on the manner in which norms are cre-
ated but on the issue of whether the duty linked with a legal norm is valid and enforce-
able. Taking such a view Slezák describes a norm-making unit as “a unit of rules for cre-
ation and of requirements for a valid norm as interpretive material.”53 Thus it should be
ascertained whether all the above-mentioned conceptual elements of a norm-making
unit are part of the valid legal order. If so, a norm-making unit has significance primarily
as a condition for the validity of another legal norm. The existence of a concrete legal
norm without a norm-making unit should not be allowed.54 A norm-making unit must
be established for every norm-making activity: “a constitutional act entitles parliament
to pass norms in the form of a law, a civil code entitles a man to create contracts, a com-
mercial code entitles a merchant to enter into business transactions (…). Therefore we can
discover a normologic structure in all legislation.”55 Using general (not partial) legal
norms means their concretization, application and execution. “A set of legal norms reg-
ulating the use of a general norm shall be termed the realization frame of such norm.”56

A norm-making unit delegated by these norms (courts, administrative bodies) produces
concrete norms based upon empirical norms, and its norm-making is termed applica-
tion norm-making.57 At this stage, a norm-making unit applies the conditional substance
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to causal situations and acts; this substance serves to evaluate them and the result (con-
cordance or discordance) is expressed by the unit in the form of enforceable legal norms.
Realisation frames can have different structures. The difference lies in whether its con-
ditioning substance remains without delegation or whether it is delegating. This leads
to the distinction between norms with one norm-making unit and norms with two
norm-making units respectively.

Norms with one norm-making unit express their substance as certain particular
conduct having its denotation in the real world. They do not designate a derived norm
but clearly describe what unconditionally must happen so that the norm-making unit
could create a norm. “Concrete substances are pure substances and not derived norms at
the same time.”58 The result of evaluation is expressed in the form of secondary norms
whose purpose is to concretize the substances that are conditional or setting conditions,
and are enforceable.59 The category of norms with one norm-making unit is explained
by Slezák using a criminal norm. A norm-making unit is a criminal court acting as
“person subject to application norm-making determined by duties.” The court concretizes
both the conditioning substance (a particular crime committed by a particular
individual) and the conditional substance (imposing a particular punishment) in the
form of a particular criminal judgment – a norm. There is a direct sequence of
application norm-making followed by its execution.60 Norms with two norm-making

units contain a dele gating and conditioning substance which is “confined to the
construction of a norm-making unit and leaves to its norm-making to stipulate, within
its delegation, what concretely should be, and to conceptually express concretisation of
an abstract substance in the form of a delegated norm for individual cases.”61 Activities
of such a delegated norm-making unit can be termed concretizing (individualizing)

norm-making. An administrative court can be a good example of such construction: it
delegates its executive body to execute its concrete norms. Hypotheses of norms applied
by the executive body have the form of “if the court so decided”, which is the delegation.
Norms with more than two norm-making units may be taken into consideration. In such
a case we can speak about norm-making units of the second, third or the next instance
(e.g. the system of courts). However, the existence of a final and ultimate norm-making
unit is necessary, for example the Supreme Court, whose role is “to keep all norm-
making in the state in a uniform line.”62

Unfortunately, in empirical norms the conditioning as well as conditional substances
are very often expressed in a rather complex way. Substances with and without delega-
tion are frequently placed together within one external unit. For example, in the Civil
Code we can find delegating substances in the area of obligations, whereas property
rights have “their conceptual picture quite clearly set in their statutory substance and it
is not necessary to complement it with any other ideological content so that it can be used
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to evaluate the reality,”63 thus this substance is without delegation. Examples of claims,
contracts, etc. show that the systematic concept of a norm-making unit corresponds to
the reality at the normative level. Slezák demonstrates this with a claim brought to court,
which is not only substantial for the commencement of application norm-making but
also for the concretization of competences in application norm-making in that partic-
ular case. Empirical norms in application norm-making can have more norm-making
units – instances. They are always formally and conceptually determined and their ac-
tivities are essentially identical with the activities of application norm-making against
concretizing norm-making.64

1.4.3 Natural and juristic person

Having defined the concept of a norm-making unit from both dynamic and static per-
spectives Slezák moves to the basic issue, namely dispensability or indispensability of the
concept of a person in the legal order. He builds his opinion on the assumption that a per-
son subject to norm-making is the person as projection of a human being (i.e. natural per-
son) or otherwise (termed juristic person). Slezák claims that the prima facie clear dis-
tinction between these two “persons” diminishes should we consider them both as
norm-making units. If we accept in the case of a natural person that “the person in a norm-
making unit is assigned legally relevant expressions of ideological content of that man” then
“the expressions of discursive and concretizing ideological content...” of a group of people
associated in a norm-making unit “...are assigned not to these individuals but to the person
of a norm-making unit, which is termed juristic person by legal theory.”65 Slezák argues that
such understanding leads us to a comparison of a natural and juristic person as norm-
making units having one differentiating factor – the type of person. They are individualized
in the course of concretizing norm-making through the name of a person in the norm-
making unit. However, there are differences between natural and juristic persons. In con-
cordance with Krčmář, Slezák admits that bodies of a juristic person should be established,
whose expressions are assigned to that person; at the same time he excludes the exercise
of, for example, family and matrimonial rights from the competence of a juristic person.
Slezák sees another distinction between the natural and juristic persons in so-called prop-
erty coverage of norm-making. He considers this to be one of the modes by which the legal
order regards the implementation of norms. The requirement of property coverage exists
primarily in property law with respect to norm-making units, whose persons acquire par-
ticular property obligations. Intensiveness of such requirement can be graded in various
ways in the legal order – the softest way exists regarding a natural person who can dispose
of their norm-making competence and mental and physical employment capacity.66 A
preventive form of the property coverage of norm-making exists with respect to juristic
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persons due to the requirement for a certain reservoir of values to cover obligations re-
sulting from their norm-making. Sometimes empirical norms bind the creation of a ju-
ristic person to such reservoir.67

Slezák’s division of juristic persons into corporations and foundations is based on
“what kind of relations to the values of assets of the juristic person remain for its
founders.”68 The foundation is determined by its objective and its property coverage is
of a preventive nature since the norm-making relating to the foundation is reduced to
the assets separated from the assets of its founder. By contrast, the assets of the corpo-

ration belong to its members who usually do not dispose of the relation to these values.
This is also reflected in the relation to its norm-making. As for the corporation we can
distinguish between the external norm-making (the relations between corporation and
third persons), which is similar to the norm-making of the foundation, and the internal

norm-making, which regulates the relations between the corporation and its members
rather than the relations among the members themselves. Thus the corporation is 
a norm-making unit with dual competence. This is, as Slezák emphasises, the most 
apparent during its termination when the external competence is determined by the
liquidation objective. By accomplishing this objective this competence is gradually
being reduced. On the contrary, with the process of liquidation the internal competence
of norm-making with respect to the division of assets between the members of the 
Vychutnejte si atmosféru expozicecorporation is extending.

It follows from Slezák’s interpretation that the existing concepts of a juristic as well
as a natural person can be by-passed by a systematic concept of a norm-making unit,
which can span the whole range of legal situations where neither concept is sufficient
by itself. The legal order facilitates the concretizing norm-making of private law as a
means of economic autonomy of people “not only as individuals but also as a group of
individuals who may use for their purposes the concept of a norm-making unit, the per-
son of which is projected to none of them. Interests pursued by these individuals through
the norm-making unit are practically applied in that they become bodies, or members
of collective bodies, of such unit; as a result, expression of discursive and concretizing
ideological contents are assigned not to individuals themselves, but to the person of the
respective norm-making unit called a juristic person by jurisprudence. They execute its
norm-making but obligations resulting therefrom are not covered from their individual
property but from the assets of the juristic person.”69 However, Slezák considers as minor
the distinction between a natural and non-natural person. “Where an individual is fully
deprived of his capacity causal acts of concretizing norm-making process, the result of
which are concrete norms assigned to the person projected in this man and individual-
ized in norms on his behalf, are essentially identical to analogical acts of a juristic per-
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son.”70 This is why Slezák introduces the idea of dispensability of the concept of juristic

person which often leads to problems where disputes occur over whether an associa-
tion of individuals is at issue (a society) or whether a juristic person has been estab-
lished (corporation). Slezák claims that “the concept of a norm-making unit is suffi-

cient with respect to all legal persons.” 

1.5 Conclusion

The person as a legal term is traditionally derived from a human being, either from an
individual or a group of people. From an abstract point of view it means that a juristic per-
son represents a legal substance which is assigned the rights and duties as its own quality.
Hans Kelsen maintains that no such substance really exists. “The person exists only insofar
as he “has” duties and rights; apart from them the person has no existence whatsoever.” This
is why a human being is construed as an abstract holder of subjective rights rather than
the person in a legal sense. Unlike the traditional doctrines, normativism considers rights
as legal norms. This conception results in the normative construction of a person. The
person is considered to be a mere point, an ideal and never real fact. Kelsen designates
this point as “personification of the set of norms” regulating the conduct of a human
being. The concept of the person cannot encompass anyone else but those who may set
legal duties, i.e. the “norm-makers“, or, on the other hand, those obliged to fulfil the duties,
i.e. “norm-takers”. However, such an entity as the personification of legal norms does not
exist in the outer, real world. The legal order may attach legal personality to any segment
of the outer world, even to an imagination of something non-existent in the outer world.
The relationship between this abstract point and the addressee of duties is called “assign-
ability”. This is why the person in a legal sense is, in the normativist perspective, consid-
ered to be “a point of assignability”.71

There is a certain weakness in the understanding of the person as a mere point of as-
signability. First, the term is so wide that, conceptually, it can cover almost anything. The
point of assignability can be a state, state agency or an individual. Thus it could be said
that legal normativism has not achieved any significant progress, if compared to the tra-
ditional doctrine, since it appears to have made quite unclear contours of the person in a
legal sense even more opaque. It should be noted that relatively unknown Czech norma-
tivist Jan Slezák made substantial advancement in making these contours more visible
from the point of view of pure legal science. Slezák attempted to analyse the person in a
legal sense with respect to requirements set by the legal order so that the point of assign-
ability may create a valid legal norm. As a result he designated the point as a “norm-mak-

ing unit”. The norm-making unit encompasses the body of legal norms required for that
unit to be allowed to impose legal duties upon other persons (including “particularizing
norm-making” covering the creation of rights). A norm-making unit must receive a dele-
gation to make norms and the delegation must be in the form of a rule defining the fol-
lowing issues: 
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1. The norm-making person subject to delegation;
2. The definition of assignability;
3. The forms of norm-making procedures (formal determination);
4. The competence of the norm-making entity (material determination).
These factors qualify every point of assignability, i.e. the person in a legal sense. Slezák

concluded that the concepts of natural and juristic persons may be replaced by the con-
cept of a “norm-making unit”. He saw the advantage of this concept particularly in that it
could be used even in situations where the term “juristic person” appeared to be insuffi-
cient, for example, with respect to the contentious (at his time) features of the legal nature
of an unlimited company. 
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